F250 extended cab

Ford's F-Series vehicles have long been best-sellers and standard-setters among full-size
pickup trucks. Within that range is the heavy-duty F Super Duty, which offers truck drivers
exemplary towing and hauling capabilities. The F is available in regular, Super Cab, and crew
cab configurations, as well as with 6. Three V-8s are offered, including a turbodiesel unit which
boasts best-in-class horsepower and torque. With a wide range of trim levels available, the F
can be built for hard work or comfortable everyday use. For even more capability and an
available dually configuration, Ford builds the F Super Duty. Once a Truck of the Year winner ,
the Ford F remains a mightily impressive machine. Its massive towing and hauling capabilities
mean it barely seems stressed when tasked with heavy loads. Much of that credit goes to the
available 7. Although the six-speed automatic included on the base truck is somewhat archaic,
the speed transmission included on higher trims is slick and smart. Trim levels offered for the F
run the gamut from stripped-out work truck to luxury cruiser. The available Sync 3 infotainment
system is quite user friendly, and Ford's Co-Pilot driver-assist technologies help wrangle this
massive beast. The Super Duty's biggest issue isn't the Tremor's overly stiff off-road ride but
the fact that the heavy duty Rams deliver fresher styling and a better interior. Even so, whatever
the task at hand, the Ford F remains a competent, capable, well-executed heavy-duty pickup
truck. The F is offered with three powertrain choices, all driving the rear wheels as standard or
with available 4WD. The base engine is a 6. It's connected to a six-speed automatic
transmission. The upgrade gasoline engine is a 7. The transmission is also upgraded to a speed
automatic. A Powerstroke turbodiesel 6. It sends hp and a massive 1, lb-ft of torque through a
speed automatic transmission. MotorTrend measured a 7. Available driver-assist technology
includes adaptive cruise control, blind-spot monitoring with trailer coverage, front automatic
emergency braking, trailer sway control, and a degree view camera system. F models in crew
cab, long bed, 4WD configuration have the lowest payload of the range, at 3, pounds. The F that
can carry the most weight is the regular cab, long bed, RWD model, which maxes out at 4,
pounds. Crew cab models with 4WD and the 6. Regular cab models with RWD and the
Powerstroke diesel engine can pull 15, pounds. For gooseneck or fifth-wheel towing, capacity
ranges from 12, pounds in crew cab, 4WD, 6. Basic F trims include a 4. Higher-end models add
an 8. One USB port is included on all F trims; additional charge ports, a volt outlet, and wireless
device charger are optional or included depending on trim. Choosing the F Tremor package
means the truck's capabilities won't end when the pavement does. The Tremor package bundles
popular off-road equipment to let the F cover tough terrain. Upgrades include twin-tube
dampers, a unique rear stabilizer bar, locking rear differential, and inch tires. The Tremor
package lifts the F to provide Updated styling cues include a new front fascia, which improves
the approach angleâ€”and all together make the F look seriously badass. Just be ready for a
rough ride off-road. Offering up to 1, lb-ft of torque, the F is a hugely capable heavy duty truck.
Just watch out for the bouncy ride when the bed is empty. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Other years: MotorTrend Score 7. Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on
many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation.
See All Specs. Former Truck of the Year winner Available 1, lb-ft of diesel torque Awesome
towing capabilities. Basic, no-frills entry-level trim Near-six-figure range-topping trim Bouncy
unladen ride. Expand All What's New. A bed step is made optional on trim levels from the
entry-level XL to the second-highest Platinum Dually models in XL trim are available with
manually adjustable towing mirrors New exterior paint color choices are offered. What Engine Is
in a Ford F? Ram Chevrolet Silverado Nissan Titan. Scores can only be compared to other cars
in the same class. Performance of Intended Function: How does a car drive? Does it have
enough space for passengers and their stuff? Fuel Economy. Does the car offer impressive tech
for its segment? How well does it work? Are there any innovative design details? How well will
this car hold its value over time? Will it be expensive to maintain, insure, or repair? IntelliChoice
data and research inform this score. All Model Years Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. One of the worst to deal with when attempting to buy a car or
even service no idea what happened but as soon as my service agent left and there was a shake
up it began to go downhill from that point mid From start to finish I had a great experience!
Marcy called me and gave me information on several trucks I had inquired about. Then her dad
Robert sent me additional pictures and even video of a few trucks. They were able to get me pre
approved in minutes over the phone which made the process smooth and simple. Great buying
experience, friendly salesman and not pushy. A very laid back type of auto sales. Didn't buy the
truck I went to look at, but purchased another one. Ryan the salesman was absolutely great. I
would buy from there again and would recommend anyone looking for a vehicle to stop their
and look around. The sales person at the dealership was very professional and extremely
helpful. We purchased the vehicle sight unseen and will take possession today. Kudos to the
entire process and customer service provided! Joe my sales rep was on point and answered

must of my questions and concerns about this car. That is why I purchase it! This is the worst
dealership I have ever dealt with. They misrepresented the items they are selling and have no
customers service. They refused to give me my deposit back after I decided not to do the deal,
after being harassed and bullied by Corey the salesman to hurry up and sign the contract. Stay
away from this dealership lyres and thrives. Nothing but predators. JP was great! Quick
response time. Loved how easy it was to show up and roll out with a new truck. We will be back
again! The dealership was quick to respond, but my beautiful wife found a different vehicle that
she wants instead. I would definitely recommend this dealership to anyone who is interested in
a new or used vehicle. Was great response but the burbin didn't have enough seating for my
family waiting for a reply on any other in the same price range. Found the car I was looking for
on their listing, left my contact info and was immediately responded to. Friendly and
knowledgeable staff, very nice selection on the lot and an incredibly savvy salesman that works
hard to get the banks to work for you. Overall wonderful experience, in and out in 2 hours with
zero haggling, hassle, pressure and wearing down. Just honesty and straightforwardness.
Thank You! Great dealership. Very easy to work with. Nice to find some honest people still in
the world! Ask for Earl Franks for internet sales. Why do they have to make buying a used
Vehicle so Complicated? The price is NOT the price you see! I was told that all there extra fees
are on there web site. Read the fine print. The original truck we wanted was already sold. They
had a that was being detailed that they sold us for a thousand more. They were straightforward
no games sold us the with no add ons. Only had one key and no floor mats which was
disappointing. Location and building needs updating. Over all made a good deal. We found
another truck and another dealer. But Metro Auto Loan was very responsive and answered my
questions before hand. Courteous, large selection, no haggle. However, several things that we
were told were not correct. We were about 5 miles from the dealership after our purchase and
several warning lights went on. The dealer had the vehicle for several days. When picked it,
again, several warning lights went off. The vehicle was good price. We're not happy with the
service and are not likely to return. They were responsive but typical larger market dealership. A
friend of mine came to pick me up at the airport in his Ford F Super Duty. After throwing my bag
in the spacious back seat, I settled in for the hour-long ride ahead of us. I was surprised by the
number of dials on the console. There were buttons to enhance towing and some "aux" buttons
that my friend had not yet figured out. The cup holders in the center console held his big coffee
mug and my water bottle. Compartments hidden in the seat separator thing up front and the
glove compartment were roomy. The interior was very comfortable, until I got out and fell about
two feet to the ground The ride was smooth. We were going 75 and the truck handled it with no
problem. My friendnoted that unlike his old Dodge Ram , this truck had very poor acceleration.
He was not able to weave in and out of cars like he used to in his old truck. Of course, I was
kind of grateful for this, as his driving used to terrify me. Parking was as good as expected for a
large truck. The cornering was slightly worse than most large trucks, as they had moved the
wheels further apart to make for a wider turning radius. We picked up a few friends and had six
adults sitting comfortably in the truck. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Image Not Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Spend enough
time reading about new cars, and you may realize that some corners of the auto market appear
to be in the middle of a modern-day arms race. One particular corner is that of the full-size.
Cars, SUVs, and crossovers have evolved and become different things over the years, but
heavy-duty pickups have a job to do, and no amount of innovation or passing trend can get in
the way of that job. Truck is awesome. Cabin is really nice and comfortable. Heated and cooling
seats, with built in message is really nice. The steering wheel is subpar compared to some other
vehicles i have driven, especially for this price. Not all windows roll down or up with a single
click of power button. Aluminium body panels.. V8 version of i6 4. I think the vehicle is
outstanding if you haul heavy loads are pull a trailer. The ride is a little rough but that comes
with the F,. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford
dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers
in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in
Washington DC. You have no Recently Viewed or Saved Vehicles. Click here to begin your

search. Browse All Vehicles. We didn't recognize that ZIP code. Please check it and try again.
Recently Viewed. Buy a Car. Search Vehicles. Digital Dealership Experience. Buy A Car Online.
Recent Arrivals. Vehicle Locator. Total Loss Replacement. Sell or Trade a Car. Online Vehicle
Valuation. In-Person Trade-in Appraisal. Our Appraisal Process. Trade in Tips. Apply for
Financing. College Graduate Program. First Time Car Buyer. Financing Tips. Car Financing
Guide. Car Payment Calculators. Find a Location. Vehicle Transfer. Special Offers. February
Special Offers. First Time Buyer. Sign Up for Email Offers. Featured Vehicles. Sirius XM
Equipped Vehicles. Why Enterprise. How Enterprise Makes It Easy. Watch and Learn. Certified
Used Advantage. Why Buy a Rental Car. Satisfied Customers. About Enterprise Car Sales. For
Business. Buying for Business. Call Locations Shop lens. Saved Vehicles. Viewed Vehicles.
Show All. Show Less. Please enter a ZIP code or allow us to use your location to find vehicles
near you that match your search criteria. Sorry, we were not able to detect your location. Please
enter a ZIP code to continue. Your browser has blocked access to detect your location. Please
enter a ZIP code to continue, or try again after you grant access to detect your location. Enter
Your Zip Code. Vehicles subject to prior sale. We make every effort to provide accurate
information including but not limited to price, miles and vehicle options, but please verify with
your local Enterprise Car Sales location before purchasing. Current mileage may vary due to
test drives and vehicle relocation. These calculators are for educational purposes only.
Calculator results do not include tax, title, tags, governmental fees, and emissions testing
charges. Terms do not necessarily represent actual available credit terms. We do not guarantee
the accuracy of the credit figures, or their applicability to your circumstances. We encourage
you to seek advice from qualified financial service professionals regarding all your personal
finance needs. All Rights Reserved. The specific information required to determine the value for
each used vehicle is supplied by the dealer or by a third party on behalf of the dealer. Kelley
Blue Book assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions. We'll be happy to transfer any
vehicle from another location to. Local Transfers We offer free transfers of any vehicle within
the metro area to , your nearest location. To start the transfer process, just give us a call at and
an Enterprise representative will assist you. Certain restrictions apply. Non-Local Transfers Any
vehicle outside the metro area can be transferred to , your nearest location by following this
simple transfer process. Contact , your nearest location at and an Enterprise representative can
answer any of your questions about the vehicle and the transfer process. If after speaking with
an Enterprise representative you determine that you would like to transfer this vehicle, a
non-refundable transfer fee is required to begin the transfer process. Bring your transfer
payment to , your nearest location. Once transfer fee is paid, the request to transfer the vehicle
will be completed. Please note the time it takes to transfer a non-local vehicle varies by
distance. EPA fuel economy ratings are provided by the vehicle manufacturer and may vary with
vehicle use, condition and driving habits. Payment based on amount financed for month term
APR chosen when customer estimated payment using the site calculator. The ZIP code you
entered indicated that is your nearest location. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
2014 bmw k1600gtl exclusive
1981 yamaha golf cart
p0440 toyota camry 2001
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though

odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

